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• The duration of the entire exam is 3 hours.

• We do not assign points when your answer is only partly correct, vague, illegibly written,
lacks motivation, or is not to-the-point. So please think carefully, and check and double
check each and every answer.

• The number of points in brackets behind each question represents the relative weight of the
question.

• You should use only the lines below the question to provide the answer.

• You are allowed to use the book Factory Physics (FP) during the exam, but nothing else.

• You can use the backside of the exam as scrap paper.

• The grade of the exam is obtained as follows. If m is the number of points obtained, and t
the total number of points, the grade g will be
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1 Comments on the Mock Exam

• The real exam consists of a section with discussion questions and one or more sections with
models and/or computations.

• The total number of points for an exam lies, typically, somewhere between 25 and 30.

• Around 1/3 to 1/2 of the points of the exam can be earned with discussion questions, the
rest of the points with the more quantitative section(s). Note that the amount of points for
the sections or the total amount of questions in this mock exam do NOT reflect a real exam.



The quesions in the mock exam are meant to give you an idea about the TYPE of questions,
not the amount of questions.

• The discussion section will contain questions about the master theses you have to read.

• The main aim of this mock exam is to show the type of discussion questions I tend to ask
at the exam. The quantitive questions will be similar to the problems of the book.

• Of course, no obligation for the real exam follows from this mock exam.
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2 Discussion Questions

Examples of general discussion questions.
1 (1): A line can have the same throughput with both high WIP and low WIP. How is that
possible?

Answer: Follows from Little’s law.
2 (1): Can we use the formulas of Chapter 8 and 9 of FP to model Case 1 of the Race? If yes,
how, if no, why not?

Answer: Not really because worker V has to work at various stations. Hence, if he works
at one station, he doesn’t work at another station. Hence, the production flow is confronted with
non preemptive outages, due to worker V moving around. Also the assembly step at C-10 is not
covered with FP formula’s.

For the rest of the questions below, consider the Hudson boat case of one of the master theses.
3 (1): Discuss the cause of variation in processing times.

Answer: Hudson boats works with lots of new materials, with which they don’t have much
experience. Also they tend to work as long as possible at the sanding/painting stage.
4 (1): What you propose to do about it?

Answer: Determine fixed quality norms for different types of boats. Stop sanding when the
norm has been reached.
5 (1): Assume that SCV of the processing times of machine X, say, can be reduced with a factor
2. What would be the effect on the CT?

Answer: The CT might be reduced quite a bit if machine X is one of the first stations in the
line. The CTq in front of station X will become smaller. As also the SCV of the departures of X
reduces, the CTq at all other stations down the line benefit too.
6 (1): Would CONWIP help to reduce the variation in the cycle times?

Answer: I think so, because this makes it visually very clear how much work is lying in front of
a bottleneck, in particular the sanding/painting stage. This will give the people a sense of urgency
to finish the sanding in time. Moreover, it may give an incentive to fix the processing times at
bottleneck. To realize a certain duedate it is relatively easy to give bounds on the processing times.
(‘You are not allowed to spend more than 5 hours on sanding and painting’..)
7 (1): If you would propose to use CONWIP, what would be a suitable initial CONWIP level?
Why?

Answer: Just about the same level as the current WIP. Hopefully this will pile up in front of
the bottleneck after some time. When this bottleneck is stable, i.e., does not shift over to other
machines/stations, we can slowly reduce the WIP, i.e., CONWIP level.
8 (1): What concepts of Factory physics would you use to improve the production process?

Answer: CONWIP. Reduce variability if possible.
9 (1): Would it make sense to make one process step a fixed bottleneck? Why? If so, how would
you try to convince management to invest in non-bottleneck capacity?

Answer: Yes, because that would make due date quoting much easier.
10 (1): What KPIs can be used?

Answer: Fraction of boats delivered in time. Amount of extra time, extra personnel hired to
finish the job, etc.
11 (2): Can you use linear programming (i.e., the tools we used to solve Problem 6.2.a and
6.2.b of Factory Physics) for the monthly personel planning, i.e., how many people/capacity do
you need on a certain day to ensure that the planned throughput can be achieved? If no, why
not? If yes, how would you do it?

Answer: I think to. We need to estimate the amount of time required to finish the work on
a certain day. The decision variables should be the amount of hours/personnel hired on a day.
The objective would to minimize the total amount of personnel hours in a month. Finally, the
constraints should be such that all boats are finished in time.
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The quantitative section of the exam, see below, gets the rest of the points.

3 Capacitated Inventory systems

Company X produces, make-to-stock, just one item. It faces a weekly demand process for finished
goods that can be characterized by the numbers D1, D2, D3, . . . where Di is the demand for week
i. Company X can control the weekly production rate, for instance, by hiring extra temporary
workforce. Suppose the weekly capacity, Ci in week i, can have two values. It can be high, 15
units per week, or low, 5 units per week.
1 (1): Write down a set of recursion formula’s with which you can compute the inventory for
a longer period of time, in other words, a set of formula’s that you can implement in excel to
simulate this inventory system.

Answer: dn = min{Qn−1, Dn} is the amount of demand met from inventory. Here we assume
that any production in week n cannot be used to meet demand. Qn = Qn−1 − dn + Cn

2 (2): Factory Physics for Managers discusses the effect of lead time variation on the demand X
that occurs during the lead time, measured in days. The formula for the variance of the demand
has the form:

Var(X) = lσ2
D + d2σ2

L,

where l is the lead time, in days, σ2
D the variance in daily demand, d the expected daily demand,

and σ2
L the variance of the lead time. Discuss how you can use this formula to figure out which

type of variance should be reduced when the lead time is small, or when the lead time is large.
Answer: The variance in the demand X has an impact on the safety stock of the raw materials

we need to make end. The lower the variance, the lower the safety stock, the better. Hence, we
would like to know how to reduce safety stock. If the lead time l is very long, the above formula
suggest to focus on the variance of the daily demand. If this variance can be reduced, e.g., by better
forecasting or planning, the variance of X can be reduced too. If the lead time is small, it may be
better to attempt to reduce the variance of the lead time. This, of course, all depend on the values
of d2 and σD too. Anyway, the formula can be used to simplify the search of the best way to reduce
safety stock.
3 (1): Suppose that the customers that cannot be served from on-hand inventory are lost. How
would you reflect this property in the recursions? In other words, what would be the recursion
relations that implement this behavior?

Answer: dn = min{Qn−1, Dn} is the amount of demand met from inventory. Here we assume
that any production in week n cannot be used to meet demand. Finally, Qn = Qn−1 − dn + Cn

4 (1): Assume, just for this question, that there is a lead time of 5 weeks, that is, the between
producing an item and the time the item becomes available for customers. How does this affect
the recursions?

Answer: dn = min{Qn−1, Dn} is the amount of demand met from inventory. Here we assume
that any production in week n cannot be used to meet demand. Qn = Qn−1 − dn + Cn−5

5 (2): The recursions used to model customer rejection in inventory system are nearly the same
as the recursions required to model customer balking in queueing systems. Can you relate the
recursions for both systems?

Answer: Let dn = min{Qn−1, Cn} be the number of customers served in period n, and Cn is
the service capacity. Suppose that customers balk when the queue length at the start of the period
exceeds some level K, say. Then, if An are the arrivals at the start of week n, and an the number
of arrivals that enter the system, then an = min{An, L−Qn−1}. Hence, Qn = Qn−1 + an − dn.
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4 Batching

The questions here will resemble the problems in FP.
Company X produces coins like the Penny fabs, but in batches rather than in single items.

Company X produces these coins in two production steps (not 4 as in the Penny fabs).
Some of the questions below require the answers to previous questions. In case you need the

results of question 1 and 2, say, to answer a later question, you are allowed to make reasonable
assumptions about the answers to questions 1 and 2. Make your assumptions explicit. By reason-
able I mean some value that might occur in the context in the problem. If you would, for instance,
assume that no jobs arrive, hence no queues form, then, although the conclusion is sound, the
assumption is unreasonable, hence your answer is considered wrong.
1 (1): Why would Company X prefer to produce in lot sizes larger than 1 coin at station 1?

Answer: Because of setup cost or setup times.
The first station has three identical machines, each with average processing time t1.

2 (1): If company X assembles items in batches of size k before sending the batch to the next
station, give a formula to compute the expected wait to batch time at station 1.

Answer: WTBT is (k − 1)/2 · ta, where ta is the average interarrival time between two con-
secutive jobs.

And so on, see the book for more questions on queueing.

LAST PAGE OF THE EXAM
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